Rita Wing - CAE Internship for students of the MA in International Studies on Media, Power and
Difference 2021-2022
The UPF-Centre for Animal Ethics (UPF-CAE) is offering one internship position for students enrolled in
the Master’s in International Studies on Media, Power and Difference in the 2021-2022 academic year.
Amount: 2.500 €
Working hours: 360 (15 hours per week x 6 months)
Working place: Remote
Tasks: Research assistance in the UPF-CAE projects, including training in data gathering, data processing
and data analysis according to the methodologies of the project assisted, in all cases related to animal
rights, animal advocacy and animal defence purposes.
Eligibility: Students admitted in the master's programme for the first time in 2021-2022. Students can be
enrolled in a full time or part time basis.
Deadline for submitting applications: June 14th, 2021
Starting: October 1st, 2021
Finishing: 6 months after beginning the practicum, including university vacations
Assessment criteria:
 Curriculum vitae including undergraduate transcript indicating the average mark from the awarding
university, ideally in GPA indicating the scale format (1-4, 1-5, etc.). If GPA is not possible, please
indicate the scale in which your average grade point is provided in your records (1-100, 1-10, 1-20,
etc.). Please note that if the scale of your GPA or other type of average mark is not clarified, you will
automatically be assigned 1 point out of 4 for this criterion.
 Background in animal defence: 3 points
 Language proficiency: 3 points (with Catalan, English and Spanish or, alternatively, 1 point per each
language you have skills in)
Incompatibilities: The waiver is not compatible with any waiver, scholarship, or grant awarded by this
master's programme.
Deadline to resolve the intership: the final decision will be published by mid September on this website.
Internship decision:
The evaluation committee is made up of: Núria Almiron (master's programme coordinator and co-director
of UPF-CAE), Paula Casal (co-director of UPF-CAE) and Laura Fernández (Board member of the UPFCAE).
Applications: Send your application to cae@upf.edu by June 14th 2021, please copy
master.dcom@upf.edu to it.
What to include: Please attach a short motivation letter (500 words maximum) where you explain why
you are suitable for the position according to the above criteria. You don’t need to add any document
unless you want to provide evidences of something that it is not already included in your general
application for the master programme. Just state in the letter how your curriculum, background and
language proficiency fit into the call. You can use English, Catalan or Spanish.

